General comments from comment cards

Austin Henderson, UUCB
- This must be understood as an evolutionary process. All these recommendations will need to change over the course of the next 1, 5, 25, 50 years. The mechanisms for learning and recommending needs to be wrapped around the whole. And needs to be reflected in the language of the recommendations.

Dorothy
- Bayview Ave overpass to BGC. I’m very concerned about the traffic that will impact my neighborhood.

Katie Krolikowski/Richmond Taxpayer: CCC faculty
- Running a community meeting. Signs of respect for your audience.
  - Focus the projector
  - When suggesting Spanish language interpretation, announce in Spanish (not English!)
  - Folks at welcome table should be more proactive with comment cards, I had to hung!
- Why not share your slide deck ahead of time on website? Your Oct 22 powerpoints (does not equal) today’s. Hard to prepare for today’s meeting.
- That would be have been especially helpful

Edward Stephens
- Richmond employers and citizens need a hospital in Richmond area for emergencies.

Joe Serrano/Tentmakers
- 6; promote the engagement of small business/public partnerships
- [maybe means local hire?]